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VINTAGE NOTES
The hot and exceptionally dry conditions of 2017 in the Douro Valley showed the benefits of having a 
large proportion of old plantings in the vineyard. Warre’s  Cavadinha and Retiro vineyards have old 
mixed-variety vines (one-fifth and one-third of the respective vineyards) which really came into their own 
in what was one of the hottest and driest years on record. These old field blend vines along with very low 
yields gives the Warre’s 2017 Vintage Port extraordinary complexity and subtlety, alongside the 
concentration and power which are hallmarks of the year.

BLEND
Vinha Velha (old, mixed vines) 63%; Touriga Nacional 22%; Touriga Franca 15%

ALCOHOL BY VOLUME
20% v/v

TOTAL ACIDITY
4.5 g/l

BAUMÉ
3.7

BOTTLING
Bottled during May 2019 with no filtration

WINEMAKERS
Charles Symington & Mário Natário

TASTING NOTES
Warre’s 2017 has bright floral aromas of roses and violets, typical of the Touriga Nacional and also of 
rockrose, which is a feature of the Touriga Franca. On the palate the wine is full and plummy with 
amazing concentration and buoyant freshness  delivering flavors of black cherries and blackberries. Layers 
of complexity are  gradually revealed with a remarkable full-bodied structure.

WARRE’S 2017 VINTAGE PORT PROVENANCE

QUINTA VINEYARD YIELDS PER VINE

CAVADINHA Old mixed vines (44% of blend) 1.9 lbs/vine

RETIRO Old mixed vines (31% of blend) 1.04 lbs/vine

TELHADA
Mature Touriga Nacional & Touriga Fanca 

(17% of blend)
1.3 lbs/vine

ALVITO & NETAS Mature  Touriga Nacional (8% of blend) -

SECURITY SEAL
The Symington family have introduced a security seal on all their 2017 Vintage Ports to prevent 
counterfeiting and to guarantee the wine’s authenticity. The security seal is produced by the 
Portuguese national mint, Imprensa Nacional Casa da Moeda, and has been applied to the back 
neck of the bottle, attached to the capsule and stretching to the glass. Each seal has a unique code, a 
hologram, and a security glue which ensures the paper will tear if there is an attempt to remove it. 
As a result of the attachment of the security seal, the IVDP certification seal has been moved to 
below the back label. The security and certification seals, together with the lot number printed on 
the glass, guarantee the provenance of all Vintage Ports produced by Symington Family Estates.


